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In the highways of mountainous areas, the erection of the large-span reinforced concrete box-type arch bridges using the
cantilever casting method has unique advantages due to its adaptability to those environments. However, what prevents engineers
from choosing this design in practice is that, the efficiency, cost, and safety problems resulting from the defects of the temporary
facilities, which are due to the span increase, may immediately make the scheme less attractive. To fully consider the merits of this
bridge type, new techniques of the temporary facilities are developed. A new form traveler based on the feathers of such arch rings
is invented to promote erection efficacy; this new form further facilitates the technical upgrades of the buckle-anchor system
monitoring-control and temporary prestressing design, which together eliminate the difficulties brought by the span increase..e
inverted-type triangle traveler composed of tiled main truss structures, with the walking hook and anchor tie rod detached, is used
to achieve space adaptability, light weight and modularization. .e semiautomatic deviation-rectifying system, which combines
the technologies of real-time data collection of the buckle pylon deviations and automatic synchronized tensioning, is developed
to ensure the safety of the buckle-anchor system..e temporary short prestressed tendons are designed for control of the arch ring
tensile stresses. .e effectiveness of the technical upgrades has been demonstrated in the construction application of the Shatuo
Bridge in Guizhou, China, which provides a promising alternative for the construction of large-span box-type arch rings of
concrete arch bridges with a low cost, high efficiency, and high safety assurance.

1. Introduction

In mountainous areas, such as in Guizhou, China, the
concrete arch bridge is one of the most popular design
schemes in highway construction. .is is not only due to its
superior durability but also because of the environment
adaptability of its construction methods [1–3]. Generally,
when the arch ring span is lower than 120m, the scaffolding
method [4] and the steel arch frame method are mostly used
for such bridges, with few adopting the rotation construction
method [5]. For the box-type arch rings with a span greater
than 150m [6, 7], the cantilever casting method utilizing the
cable-stayed buckle-anchor to cooperate with the form
traveler was theoretically believed to be suitably adapted to
the terrain condition, referring to the erection experiences of

other large-span bridges [8–10]. However, in Guizhou, only
5 concrete arch bridges have been found within that span
range, and only 4 of those use this erection method [11].
Even in China, no more than 10 cases were erected using this
method. .e main reasons for the scheme being less fa-
vorable than we expect in this environment are as follows: (1)
the economic advantages of the concrete arch bridges are
swallowed up by the cost and low efficiency induced from
the traditional form traveler and complex cable-stayed
buckle-anchor system [12, 13]; (2) the stress control of the
concrete arch ring, in terms of safety and design require-
ments in the construction procedure, becomes more difficult
as the span increases; and (3) the cable-stayed buckle-anchor
systemmay introduce more risks and tedious manipulations
because of the larger span [14–16].
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.ese difficulties are the result of the temporary facilities’
fundamental defects in the traditional cantilever casting
method in building the main arch ring, particularly the form
traveler. Its structure can facilitate neither working smoothly
for high efficiency nor producing a precise arch ring line
shape. Since the 1960s, different kinds of form travelers have
been invented to build reinforced concrete arch bridges in
Europe, Japan, and the United States using the cantilever
construction method [17, 18]. However, many studies focus
on the preliminary design of such structures, instead of any
details on the technical and economic aspects of building the
main arch ring structures. When the same construction
technique was introduced in China via direct reference of
these form travelers in terms of structural dimensions and
loads, the economy and working effects were far from ideal.
Additionally, as the span increases, greater quantities of
super-long buckles and anchor cables [3], as well as taller
buckle pylons, must be used to control the equilibrium of the
cantilever arch ring segments [19–21], in which case the
main arch ring stress states are sometimes difficult to adjust
due to the heavier cantilever segments, as well as long
buckles and anchor cables with small tilt angles. Addi-
tionally, sometimes there are conflicts between the buckles
and the form traveler when using the conventional form,
where only buckles are used to control the arch ring tensile
stresses. In addition to the erection control of the arch ring,
the safety problem of the temporal buckle pylon arising from
the cable stretching process should also be of concern in
order to eliminate the risk of collapse. Especially during
cantilever casting of the arch box-girder segment, it is very
difficult to keep the centerline of the towering steel buckle
pylon completely vertical at all times, and so safety problems
arise in the buck-anchor system. Although many health-
monitoring systems have been established to observe the
states of bridges in the operation stage [22–26], few studies
have reported on the methods of safety control for the
construction of temporal structures [27–29], such as high
buckle pylons with super-long buckles and anchor cables, in
promoting the cantilever casting construction of large-span
concrete arch bridges in mountainous areas. As stated above,
the methods for dealing with the technical and design up-
grades of the temporary facilities during the main arch ring
construction constitute the most important factor in the
erection of large-span concrete box-type arch bridges [1].
Only by solving these technological issues can the designed
structural shape and internal forces be efficiently achieved
within a reasonable cost and safety range.

To give full play to the merits of this bridge type and
taking into consideration the past experiences in Guizhou,
new techniques for upgrading the temporary facilities were
created. A new form traveler based on the feathers of such
arch rings was invented to promote the erection efficacy,
which further facilitates the technical upgrades, in terms of
both the buckle-anchor system monitoring-control and
temporary prestressing design in order to eliminate the
difficulties brought by the span increase. .e inverted-type
triangle traveler composed of tiledmain truss structures with
a detaching walking hook and anchor tie rod is used to
achieve space adaptability, light weight and modularization.

.e semiautomatic deviation-rectifying system, which
combines the technologies of real-time data collection of the
buckle pylon deviations and automatic synchronized ten-
sioning, is developed to ensure the safety of the buckle-
anchor system. Temporary short prestressed tendons are
designed to control the large-span arch ring’s tensile stresses.
.e new design and technologies were verified in the
construction application of the Shatuo Bridge in Guizhou,
China.

.e remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the adaptive design and technologies of
the temporary facilities of the Shatuo Bridge in terms of the
new type of form traveler, the semiautomatic deviation-
rectifying control system, and the temporary short pre-
stressed tendon design. Section 3 further discusses the
implementation effects of the schemes. Finally, Section 4
provides the conclusions.

2. New Techniques of the Temporary Facilities

As the construction span of the concrete box-type arch
bridge increases in mountainous areas, the form traveler
should be accordingly designed to be heavier and larger in
order to adapt to the cantilever casting method. Traditional
form travelers will introduce more difficulties in terms of
moving forward and line shape control. Additionally, the
inconveniences of the equipment and larger tilt angles of the
long buckle cables will hinder the safe controlling of the
towering buckle-anchor system and introduce control dif-
ficulties in the main arch ring stresses, which make this
design extremely expensive. .erefore, all types of erection
control manners are ineffective or have low efficiency unless
the technical bottleneck of the form traveler is overcome.

In this part, the disabilities of the traditional form
traveler are first recognized. .en, based on the features of
the Shatuo Bridge, a new type of form traveler system is
adaptively developed. Finally, the supporting measures in
terms of the buckle-anchor system control and temporary
prestressing design can be established, as denoted in
Figure 1.

2.1. New Type of Form Traveler System

2.1.1. Structural Design. .e structure of the new form
traveler is developed by combining the general features with
those of the Shatuo Bridge. To illustrate their characteristics,
the mainstream form travelers can essentially be divided into
the European style, Japanese style, and Chuan style
(invented by the Sichuan Luqiao Construction Group Co.,
Ltd., China, [11]), as shown in Figure 2. .e main char-
acteristics, advantages, and defects are listed in Table 1.

For the larger construction spans of main arch rings,
such as the example in the Shatuo Bridge, it is not eco-
nomical or efficient to directly use the form travelers in
Table 1 because they are not able to simultaneously over-
come the difficulties arising from long segments, steep
slopes, a wide cross-section, heavy loads, and conflicts with
the buckles..us, it is necessary to design a new type of form
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Figure 1: Adaptability design and control of temporary facilities for addressing the low efficiency issues of cantilever casting erection of
mountainous concrete box-type arch bridges.
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Figure 2: Structural diagrams of the mainstream form travelers (unit: mm). (a) European style. (b) Japanese style. (c) Chuan style.
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traveler to fulfill such requirements while being applicable to
the Shatuo Bridge..emain idea can be described as follows.

To sweep the obstacles in the working space of the steel
bar installation, formwork adjustment and installation, and
concrete casting, the underneath type is adopted. On the
basis, the upper chord of the main truss is used as the
supporting structure of the bottom formwork crossbeams in
order to increase the utilization effectiveness, and the main
truss plane spacing should be adjusted to control the internal
forces and displacements of the bottom formwork cross
beam. .e supporting system is then detached from the
structure to adapt to different force transferring needs, and
the hangers are only used for walking instead of being
subjected to the casting loads. By the detachment of the
supporting system, the traditional rule of “curve represented
by straights” is converted to “curve represented by curves,”
which indicates a higher precision of the arch ring shape as
well as its more aesthetically pleasing appearance. For the
convenience of integrally hoisting the single main truss
plane segment and in consideration of the maximum seg-
ment length of the main arch ring of the Shatuo Bridge, four
main truss plane segments with inverted triangle forms are
used. .e main truss part is combined with the bottom truss
part to increase the integral stiffness. An oblique strut is
added to the center part to improve the stress distribution of
the upper chord. For the convenience of movement ma-
nipulation of the form traveler, the walking system is set on
the top of the main arch ring in order to drive the form
traveler forward and backward through suspending the
walking ships at the hanger top, which are located at the two
sides of the structure. .rough the abovementioned tech-
nical improvements, the structural weight is further reduced
with the walking coefficient of 0.29, with its structure shown
in Figures 3(a)–3(c).

In the operational mode, the hydraulic center hole jacks
are used to adjust the hangers up and down, while the
moving forward and backward behavior are controlled by
the hydraulic jacks set at the groove-shaped slipway. To resist
the gliding force of the form traveller induced by the self-
weight in the casting phase of the main arch ring
segment, the holes in the bottom plate of the arch box are
reserved for the square steel bolt to go through and support

the slip-resistance key at the top of the upper chord of the
main truss in order to stop the form traveler from gliding..e
front-end elevation of the form traveler can be adjusted via the
supporting jack set at the back-end, and the self-weight of the
front part is balanced by the roller set at the back-end. .e
walking direction is controlled by the walking track of the
hanger boat and the guide rollers, which are located at the two
sides of the arch box. All the manipulations of the jacks are
achieved by an oil pump and a set of control systems.

In the configuration, nine equal spacing spreader beams
are located on the stringers to undertake the weight of the
box-girder segment to be cast, with their numbering shown
in Figure 3(d). .e load distributions of the spreader beams
are determined by the topology structure of the cross-section
and the dip angles of the cantilever segment, as shown in
Figures 3(e) and 3(f ). Five typical segments of the main arch
ring with dip angles ranging from 2.52 to 31.94 degrees are
selected to compare their load distributions on the spreader
beams. .e average weight undertaken by the spreader
beams in the web plate part are approximately twice the
amount undertaken by that in the horseshoe chamfer part
and the top and bottom plate parts, as shown in Figure 3(g).
To ensure that the structure is safe, a beam system FE model
with 196 nodes and 241 elements is established to simulate
the typical loading states. Eleven kinds of cross-section are
used, and the actual hinge joints are obtained by releasing 69
beam moment constraints, as shown in Figure 3(h). .en,
the axial stresses, bending stresses, shear stresses, defor-
mations, and stability factors are evaluated in Table 2. Since
the control limits of the five indexes are set as 140MPa,
145MPa, 85MPa, 20mm, and 4, respectively, according to
the Chinese codes [30, 31], it can be seen that the truss
structure is designed reasonably to transfer the vertical
upper loads with an appropriate safety reserve.

2.1.2. Working Principle. To have a smooth working state,
several technical details were designed in consideration of
the inverted structure of the form traveler, as shown in
Figure 4(a). .e π-type walking track is connected to the
anchor bolts, which are embedded at the top of the box-
girder to prevent the structure from sliding. Since the jack

Table 1: Comparisons among different mainstream form travelers.

Form
travelers Characteristics Advantages Defects

European
style

Use truss bottom frame, with the side-stayed
bars hinged with the cross beams

Lower center of gravity,
explicit force transmission,

and large capacity

Huge deformations in the transverse mid
span of the front-end, difficult movement,

and blocking the buckles

Japanese
style

Upstrike diamond-shaped form traveler,
evolved from adding an oblique pushing

device to the support positions of a traditional
one used for concrete continuous girder

bridges

Small deformation High center of gravity and excessive conflicts
with the buckles

Chuan style
Developed by simplifying the bottom frame of
the European style into a truss plane and

adding a hanger
Convenient movement

Complex force transmission on the hanger,
cross beam subjected to huge forces and
carrying difficulties, and low capacity and
large deformation of the front-end of the

bottom plane
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Figure 3: Continued.
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should perform the oil return repeatedly in order to finish a
segment walking distance, a pushing box is designed to
prevent the form traveler from sliding back at an oblique
angle at the arch back. In casting, the shear key, which is
located at the arch box bottom and can be lifted up into the
structure at a moving state, is used to resist the downward
pushing force. .e trolley wheel reactions at the back end
introduce the moment to balance the overturning moment
induced by the self-weight of the structure.

As stated above, the operational procedure can be de-
scribed as follows: (1) install the track before walking, relax
the tension rod and jacks, and put the reaction roller in
contact with the bottom of the arch box to simultaneously
achieve mold unloading; (2) take away the shear arm and use
the jack to push the steel box at the back of the limiting
retaining track so the steel box transmits the force to the slip
boat in order to drive the form traveler to move forward
along the track; (3) when the jack oil returns, add a steel plate
with an appropriate thickness between the steel box and slip

boat and then insert the retaining pin to prevent the form
traveler from moving backward; (4) as the jacks are pushing
continuously, replacing the pins and lengthening the track,
the form traveler continuously moves forward until reaching
the next segment. Meanwhile, since the gravity position of
the form traveler is forward, the roller at the back of the form
traveler rolls as it moves; (5) when the form traveler walks in
place, anchor the screw rod and jack up to make the reaction
roller detach the bottom plane of the arch box. .en, pull
down the shear arm to a certain level via the reserved hole in
the bottom of the arch box, and insert the pins; and (6) install
the formwork system, adjust the elevation, and cast the
concrete to finish the next cycle. .e form traveler is finally
dismantled by the cable crane.

For ease of understanding, the force transferring of the
inverted triangle form traveler is illustrated in Figure 4(b).
.e main longitudinal beam is located at the bottom of the
box-type arch ring and connects to the already-casted
concrete segment via the middle suspending point B and
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Figure 3: Force transmission rules of the inverted triangle form traveller. HC (i), WP (i), and TB (i) denote the spreader beams in the
horseshoe chamfer area, web plate area, and top and bottom plate area in the no. i case ((i)� 1–5), respectively. Cases 1 to 5 denote the
cantilever box-girder segment loading of no. 2, no. 4, no. 13, no. 15, and no. 17 with the dip angles of 31.94, 27.83, 9.88, 6.17, and 2.52 degrees,
respectively. (a) 3D view of the form traveler. (b) Profile (unit: mm). (c) Plane (unit: mm). (d) Numbering of the spread beams (unit: mm).
(e) Typical cross-section (unit: cm). (f ) Numbering of the segments (unit: cm). (g) Force distribution on the spread beams. (h) Constraint
release of the FE model.

Table 2: Stress, stability, and deformation of the form traveler in typical cantilever loading cases. M denotes maximum and L and S denote
the longitudinal beam and spread beam, respectively. Five cases are illustrated in Figure 3.

Case
M axial
stress
(MPa)

M bending
stress
(MPa)

M shear
stress
(MPa)

1st order
stability
factor

2nd order
stability
factor

3rd order
stability
factor

4th order
stability
factor

M deformation
(mm)

Position of M
deformation

1 82.5 59.6 31.5 9.8 10 11.2 11.2 19.1 End of L
2 84.7 58.7 31.5 9.8 10 11.2 11.2 20 End of L
3 84.7 58.7 31.5 9.8 10 11.2 11.2 17.8 End of no. 7 S
4 64.8 65.9 35.3 9 9.1 9.9 9.9 17.8 End of no. 7 S
5 64.7 66.2 36 9 9.1 9.8 9.9 17.7 End of no. 7 S
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back anchor point A, with the horizontal limiting retaining
mechanism at point B. R1, H, and R2 are the relevant re-
action forces on the form traveler resulting from the casted
concrete segment, and G and W are the self-weights of the
form traveler (including the construction loads) and seg-
ment to be casted, respectively. .e force transmission
process of the form traveler members during concrete
casting is shown in Figure 4(c).

2.2. Semiautomatic Deviation-Rectifying Buckle-Anchor
System. As previously stated, the new type of form
traveler can address the efficiency and precision of the
cantilever installation as well as the conflicting problems
between the buckle cables and the old-style form trav-
elers. On this basis, the operation of the complex buckle-
anchor system is able to be controlled more reliably in

order to ensure its safety and stretching efficacy with the
establishment of a semiautomatic deviation-rectifying
buckle-anchor system. Here, “semi” means the system
still needs to work under the supervision of field engi-
neers for intervention at any time, in case the preset
values need to be adjusted or unpredictable events occur
in the complex environments.

2.2.1. Structure of the Buckle-Anchor System. .e buckle-
anchor system has four parts: the buckle tower, the buckle
anchor cable and its anchoring structure, and the ground
anchor. It is a temporary structure used to balance the
structural self-weights and control the shape of the main
arch ring as well as the internal forces of the structure during
the main arch ring cantilever construction, as shown in
Figure 5(a).
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Figure 4: Technical details and force transmission rules of the inverted triangle form traveler. (a) Technical details of the form traveler.
(b) Diagram of the force principle. (c) Force transferring of the members.
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.e buckle tower is divided into upper and lower parts.
.e lower part is the bridge pier on the abutment, and the
upper part is a steel structure tower. .e buckles and anchor
cables of no. 2 to 7 segments are hung on the piers, and those
of the no. 8 to 18 segments are hung on the steel buckle tower.
.e tower consists of eight steel pipe columns, in which four
are taken as a group, and each column is connected by the
steel members to form a whole part, as shown in Figure 5(b).
.e bottom of the steel buckle tower and the top surface of the
pier are consolidated with pre-embedded bolts. .e cross-
sectional dimensions of the components are determined by
the structural force requirements. .e buckle-anchor cable
system consists of the buckle cables, anchor cables, steel
anchor box, and the anchor. .ere is a set of buckles and
anchor cables for each main arch ring segment. .e buckle
anchor cables are all made of φs15.24 high-strength and low-
relaxation steel strands with a standard tensile strength of
1860MPa and a safety factor ≥2.0. .e steel anchor box
shown in Figure 5(c) is welded by the steel plate for anchorage
of the buckle and anchor cables. .e tension ends are placed
at the buckle pylon, with an antiretraction device arranged on
the anchor to prevent the buckle and anchor cables from
losing effectiveness. .e front-end of the main arch ring
segment and the earth anchor are taken as the anchorage ends
using the P-type extruding anchor. .e pylon and abutment
are made full use of in order to balance the horizontal and
uplift forces of the anchor cables, with the anchor ends of the
cables placed at the caps. .en, the vertical and oblique
prestressed tendons are installed to the pylons and abutments
to resist the horizontal and uplift forces together, as shown in
Figure 5(d).

2.2.2. Automatic Deviation-Rectifying Control System.
Based on the configuration of the buckle-anchor system, we
developed an automatic system to control the deviation of
the buckle pylon introduced by the tensioning process of the
buckles and anchor cables. Assuming that the deviation of
the main pylon is zero before tensioning, the relationships
among the lengths, angles, and elongations of the buckle and
anchor cables are first analyzed, and then the horizontal
force balance between the buckle and the corresponding
anchor cable can be achieved by controlling the tensioning
speed of the jack, which ensures that the pylon does not
deviate from the vertical place. Meanwhile, the deviation is
monitored by a control center that can send instructions for
adjustment of the tensioning forces and the speed of the
buckles and anchor cables based on the monitoring data.

Following this principal, two sets of control systems need
to be built: the dynamic pylon deviation observation system
and the automatic cable force adjustment control system,
which are mainly involved in displacement monitoring, data
transmission, processing, and instruction issuing.

In the former system, the basic route for measuring the
pylon deviation can be illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).
.e points A, B, and C denote the installation position of the
detector, the measuring datum point, and the measuring
point after deviation, respectively. BC, CD, and CE are the
actual deviation, measuring elongation, and longitudinal
deviation, respectively. α and α1 denote the settable original
installation angle and the angle after deviation, respectively.
.e detectors are installed longitudinally along the bridge
with an installation angle of 3°. As seen, α≈α1, BC�CD/
cos α1, and CE�BC·cos 3°. If we, respectively, define the

240m
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(b) (c)

Anchor cables

Earth anchor
cables

(d)

Figure 5: Structure of the buckle-anchor system. (a) Layout of the buckle-anchor system. (b) Steel buckle tower. (c) Steel anchor box. (d)
Earth anchor.
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pylon deviation and the measuring increment variable as δ
and ΔL, the following relationship holds.

δ � ΔL ·
cos 3∘

cos α1
. (1)

To achieve this aim, an integrated pylon deviation au-
tomatic control system combined with ultrasonic dis-
placement sensors, laser ranging sensors, and some

conductive elements is established, as shown in Figure 6(c).
.e system is able to automatically perform a real-time
collection of the deviation data with a resolution of 1mm
and issue an early warning if the deviation is beyond the
preset value according to the design requirements, e.g.,
30mm. .e data will be fed back to the control center to
determine the deviation-rectifying instructions. .e moni-
toring display is composed of a touch screen computer
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Figure 6: Working principle of the dynamic pylon deviation observation system. (a) Elevation diagram of the pylon deviation. (b) Elevation
diagram of the pylon deviation. (c) Flow of the pylon deviation monitoring system.
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integrated into the electric control cabinet of an intelligent
pumping station system, the corresponding pressure sensor
module and the control cables. .e cabinet is installed with
the PLC control element and analog acquisition module for
processing of the collected data.

.e ultrasonic displacement sensor is used to measure
the horizontal distance induced by the pylon deflection with
a high precision. It adopts the standard industrial electrical
interface output of 4∼20mA and is able to precisely com-
pensate for the temperature errors with a resolution of
0.1mm. .e sensor also has a strong capacity for being
subjected to wind, rain, impact loads, and signal jamming,
with a wireless bluetooth connection distance as long as
2000m. As seen, the sensors were installed and numbered at
the outer edges of the pylon; there were two for the end
surfaces along the X-axis and one for an end surface along
the Y-axis. .e former measured the longitudinal deviation,
while the latter measured the transverse deviation in a real-
time manner. .e distance between the A and B points were
set as the allowable maximum deviation value, with the O
point denoting the initial position of the pylon. .e al-
lowable value was determined by the design requirements.

.e laser ranging sensor is designed based on Optical
Triangulation .eory. .e emitter projects the visible laser
via the camera lens to the target object, and the reflected laser
is received by the PSD element via the receiving lens. .e
actual distance to be measured between the receiver and the
object can be determined by the analog and digital circuits
along with the microprocessor according to the angle of the
beam arriving at the receiver. .us, two sensor reflectors for
the bridge were installed at the left and right sides of the
pylon top, and the carbon fiber rope measurement was used
to aid the displacement monitoring.

.e automatic cable force adjustment control system is
used according to the processing data of the control center
resulting from the pylon deviation monitoring system, to-
gether with some preset values prescribed by the prior design
or safety requirements, in order to achieve an automatic real-
time monitoring-control function of the buckle and anchor
cable tensioning, at least for each construction step, as
shown in the site in Figure 7(a). It is composed of multi-
function combination jacks, a hydraulic pump station, au-
tomatic tool anchors, pressure sensors, and a control system,
as well as some data cables, as denoted in Figure 7(b).

By using the multifunction combination jack, all the steel
strands will, overall, go through two stages of tensioning: the
preloading stage and the integral cable tensioning stage. .e
latter may also involve automatic cable tension adjustments
determined by both the preset control values and the real-
time data exchange between the sensors and the control
center, as illustrated in Figure 7(c). In the preloading stage,
the control center issues the instruction to open the one-way
valve of the oil intake line of the preloaded jack and close that
of the tension jack. .e piston of each preloaded element
elongates to drive the single-hole automatic tool anchor with
clamp pieces moving forward to tension the steel strand..e
piston will automatically return the stroke for the next turn
as soon as it elongates with one stroke. In the returning
stroke, the clamp pieces of the tool anchor are restored via

the resetting spring, whereas those of the automatic tool
anchor of the integral tension jack simultaneously self-lock
to prevent the strand from falling back via the resetting
spring..is procedure will repeat until all the tensions of the
target steel strands reach the preset value. Similarly, in the
integral cable tensioning or adjustment stage, the one-way
valve of the oil intake line of the tension jack opens, while
that of the preloaded jack closes. .e tension jack drives the
automatic tool anchor back and forth until all the cable
tensions reach their preset values.

During segment casting, as the concrete weight in-
creases, the buckle pylon will tilt to the middle span di-
rection. Once the deviation is beyond the preset limit value,
the control center will issue an early warning along with a
rectification tension increment instruction for both the
buckle and anchor cables, in order to correct the position of
the pylon to a safe range, as well as to retain the elevation of
the cantilever segment at a suitable tensioning speed.

Conforming to the working manners, in the cantilever
casting construction, the Shatuo Bridge employed two sets of
control systems for the left and right banks, two sets of
pumping stations that include two main stations and two
auxiliary ones with the control system installed on the main
ones, and a total of 24 sets of 650-ton tension adjustment
jacks. One pumping station can control two sets of jacks, and
the main ones were connected to the auxiliary ones via
bluetooth wireless technology, by which a set of pumping
stations was able to synchronously drive four sets of jacks.
.e tension error of the jack, the displacement error of the
automatic tool anchor, the synchronized displacement error,
and the tension error were all within 0.2MPa, 2mm, 2mm,
and 1%, respectively. Figure 8 presents the field test results of
the automatic deviation-rectifying control system in the west
bank cantilever casting during the interval from the no. 9 to
no. 15 segments, as denoted in Figure 3(f).

Although the designed tension forces may have been
determined by construction calculations, the actual devia-
tions were far from conforming to the ideal pattern due to
the complexities of the construction step, which involves the
3D flexibility of the pylon, tensioning errors (e.g., intro-
ducing the transverse inconsistency of the deviation),
contact nonlinearity of the buckle cables, the casting process,
and moving forward of the form traveler. It is difficult to
develop a completely reliable FE model to correctly include
all of these facets for the safety control of the temporary
structure. We still have to pay identical attention to the
deviation at both the upstream and the downstream sides. As
the deviation limit value is preset at 50mm in consideration
of the security redundancy of the buck pylon, it can be seen
that the deviation was beyond the limit for six observation
time points with the maximum value reaching
almost− 75mm. In fact, once the control center received the
deviation data within the lowest time interval, a series of
minimum tension increment instructions were successively
sent to the automatic cable adjustment control system with a
warning issued to adjust the real-time controlled cable
tensions (mainly the anchor cables) at a preset speed
until the pylon went back to the safety range. However, the
deviation-rectifying responses differed in different cases
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because time delay might not have been completely avoided
in a wireless tensioning manner. As soon as the pylon was
restored to the safety state, the deviation-rectifying ma-
nipulation was automatically ceased for a continuing normal
cable tensioning that was predetermined by the construction
design. .e deviation variations from the solid marks (RI 1
to 6) to the hollow marks are induced by a combination of
two such instructions. As a result, the system performed well
in safely controlling the buckle-anchor system in an intel-
ligent and efficient manner.

2.3. Temporary Short Prestressed Tendon Design. Control of
the arch ring line shape and tensile stresses is the key to
erecting the main structure of the Shatuo Bridge, and all the
techniques mentioned above were established to serve that

end. However, these technical upgrades were not sufficient for
the arch ring state control, because conventional adjustment
of the arch ring state depending on the buckles is no longer
efficient due to the heavier cantilever segments and smaller tilt
angles of long buckles induced by a span increase.

To overcome the tensile stresses appearing at the top and
bottom plates of the arch ring box-girder in an alternative
manner during cantilever casting, the temporary short
prestressed tendon schemes were first proposed.

.e prestressing design method for general straight
concrete girders [11] can be extended for that of an arch ring
segment. According to the force equilibrium of the equal
cross-section arch ring segment of the Shatuo Bridge in the
X–Y coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 9(a), the
bending moment Mi and shear force Vi introduced by the
self-weights and temporary loads at end i can be derived as
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Figure 7: Working principle of the automatic cable adjustment control system. (a) Automatic monitoring-control of the cable tensioning.
(b) Components of the automatic cable adjustment control system. (c) Principle of automatic preload and integral tensioning.
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Figure 9: Principle of temporary short prestressing design for the main arch ring segment and tentative layout of the prestressed tendons for
the field test study. T, B denote the top and bottom plates of the arch box-girder, respectively. (a) Force equilibrium of no. k arch ring
segment. (b) Diagram of arch ring prestressing. (c) Longitudinally different patterns of prestressed tendons for field test study.
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hold for the coefficients Ms
i , M

p
i , Qs

i , and Q
p
i denote the self-

weight-induced bending moment, the temporary loads-in-
duced bending moment, the self-weight-induced shear
force, and the temporary loads-induced shear force with
respect to end i, respectively. L, f, m, A, and c are the cal-
culation span, rise, arch axis coefficient, cross-sectional area,
and material density of the arch ring, respectively. Here, ξ
denotes a kind of scale factor. Pik and Xk

i denote the kth
external load and its horizontal distance to end i,
respectively.

It can be specified that the positive sign denotes com-
pressive stresses and the negative sign tensile stresses, then
the resultant normal stresses at the upper edge and lower
edge of the cross-section, referred to as σti and σbi can be,
respectively, written as

σti �
Mi

Ii

· yt −
Vi · sin θi

A
,

σbi � −
Mi

Ii

· yb −
Vi · sin θi

A
,

(3)

where Ii, yt, yb, and θi are the moment of inertia, the
distances from the centroid to the upper and lower edges,
and the horizontal angle at end i, respectively.

If the prestressed tendons, with cross-sectional area Ap

and distance ep from the resultant point to the net cross-
section gravity axis, are arranged at the segment as shown in
Figure 9(b), the prestressed stress at the upper edge can be
expressed as

σtp � −
fp · Ap

A
−

fp · Ap · ep

Ii

· y0. (4)

.e reinforcement area should then satisfy the control
condition:

σt � σti + σtp ≤ σt , (5)

where [σt] denotes the stress control index, which should
also include some safety reserve factors.

.e no. 10 to 17 segments were selected to test the
schemes, and they were preliminarily analyzed based on the
abovementioned formulas. Taking the east bank case as an
example, if only eliminating the alternating tensile stresses,
the reinforcement results are close to one another among
the segments; that is, 12 to 15 prestressed tendons each with
7-φ15.2mm steel strands were necessary for either the top or
the bottom plate of the arch ring box-girder. From an
economic perspective, three patterns of arrangements,

including prestressing in the top plate, the bottom plate, and
in both plates along with suitable tensioning manners may
theoretically be considered for reducing the tensile stresses
to some extent. .is was a chance to test the prestressing
effects of different tendon arrangements on site because the
bridge adopted a symmetrical erection manner, and a
comparison of the counterparts can be performed between
the east and west bank cases. Finally, considering a certain
safety stock, the longitudinally different patterns of pre-
stressing for the field test with the comparison objects are
illustrated in Figure 9(c) and Table 3. .e tendons were
uniformly arranged along the transverse direction of the
cross-section, and all the tensioning manipulations were
performed as soon as the concrete reached 85% strength.
Except for the no. 10, 11, 16, and 17 segments in the east
bank, which adopted the single-segment tensioning, all
segments used the two-segment tensioning.

To precisely validate the prestressing effects in consid-
eration of the spatial effects [32], a spatial lattice grid model
through a series of development [33–36] was employed to
model the construction step. .e method first discretizes a
box girder with thin plates and uses the equivalent grids to
model the plate. .e top, bottom, and web plates are then
represented by different orthogonal grillages. .e moments
of inertia of the longitudinal and transverse beams are
determined by the widths of the parallelly divided plate
members. .e material properties of the bridge are shown in
Table 4, and the calculation span, rise, and arch axis coef-
ficient are 242.7m, 40.45m, and 1.895, respectively. .e
main arch ring structure is transversely divided into 15
beams with 4 set as virtual beams at the corner points and
longitudinally divided into 37 segments, as shown in
Figures 10(a) and 10(b). .e in-site procedure is shown in
Figure 11, where the initial segment at the arch foot was
erected by the scaffolding method and the closure one by
hoisting, and the remaining 34 were installed by cantilever
casting.

.e comparison results are shown in Figures 12(a)–
12(f ). In Figure 12(a), the upper edge tensile stresses of the
no. 10 and 11 segments in the east and west banks decreased
by approximately 0.6∼0.8MPa after prestressing, and the
stress variation trends of the two tensioning patterns were
almost the same but differed in their values because of the
different amount of the tendons between the east and west
bank cases. In Figures 12(b) and 12(c), the stress variations
of the no. 12 and 13 segments in the west bank were similar
with that of the no. 10 and 11 segments due to the same
prestressing arrangement, but the bottom plate prestressing
in the east bank introduced a tensile stress increment of
0.05MPa in the upper edge, which is too small to impact the
corresponding stress distribution. .is neither satisfies the
stress index requirement nor does it exceed the allowable
concrete tensile stress (2.04 Pa). .e compressive stress
increment in the east bank at the lower edge is approxi-
mately 0.3MPa, whereas in the west bank, the top plate
prestressing introduces a tensile stress increment of 0.2MPa
in the lower edge.

In Figures 12(d) and 12(e), the upper edge stress vari-
ations of the no. 14 and 15 segments in the west bank are
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similar with that of the no. 10 and 11 segments due to the
same prestressing arrangement. However, the lower edge
tensile stresses have an increment of 0.2MPa. .e case of
simultaneous prestressing in the top and bottom plates in the
east bank obtained a compressive stress increment of ap-
proximately 0.2∼0.8MPa in the upper and lower edges, but
the mutual impacts lowered the declines by approximately
0.05MPa. In Figure 12(f), the upper edge tensile stresses of
the no. 16 and 17 segments have a similar decline of ap-
proximately 0.6∼0.8MPa, and the decline was more sig-
nificant in the east bank than in the west bank.

As can be seen, prestressing in the box-type arch ring can
remarkably lower the tensile stress level in the corre-
sponding cantilever segment, and it can reduce the erection
control difficulties and concrete cracking risks. .e single-
segment tensioning has similar integral prestressing effects
with the two-segment tensioning, but it is not able to control
the stresses of the first segment. .e case of simultaneous
prestressing in the top and bottom plates can eliminate the

cross-sectional tensile stresses with a balanced compressive
stress reserve, but if one-side prestressing is employed as a
choice for specific convenience of construction, the allow-
able stress requirement specified by the code [30, 31] can at
least be satisfied based on reducing the maximum cross-
sectional tensile stress. Compared with the eccentrical
prestressing arrangement for the plate cross-section, the
central line prestressing arrangement has a better control
effect in minimizing the cross-sectional tensile stresses.

To perform a field test validation, the strain sensors were
transversely installed along the upper and lower edges of the
critical cross-section to record the longitudinal strain data
before and after prestressing. .e influences of the pre-
stressed tendons on the maximum tensile stresses of the
segments during construction are first analyzed. Here,
taking the stress variation at the upper edge of the top plate
as an example, the comparative results in the two bank cases
are both shown in Figures 12(g) and 12(h). What can be
observed is that the tensile stress level was reduced by

Table 3: Comparison objects of temporary prestressing between the east and west bank cases.

Case
Temporary prestressing schemes Segment

no.

Stress control
index (MPa) Tensioning stress

(MPa)
East bank West bank Upper Lower

1 Single-segment tensioning Two-segment tensioning 10, 11 0.5 0.5 1395
2 Bottom plate prestressing Top plate prestressing 12, 13 0.5 0.5 1395
3 Prestressing in both the plates Top plate prestressing 14, 15 0 0 1395

4 .e distances from the upper edge to the prestressing
resultant points are 15 cm and 10 cm, respectively

Arrange along the center
line of the top plate 16, 17 0 0 1395

Table 4: Properties of the materials.

Item Density (kN/m3) Moment of inertia (103MPa) Poisson ratio
Concrete (C60) 2500 36.0 0.22
Steel strand 7800 195.0 0.30
Steel 7800 200.0 0.30

0#5# 4# 3# 2# –2# –3# –4# –5#

1

2 3 4 6 7 8

10

5 9

11 12 13 14 15

1000

45
0

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Spatial grillage modeling of the Shatuo Bridge under construction (unit: cm). (a) Cross-sectional division and arch ring model.
(b) Spatial grid model of construction step.
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approximately 0.4∼1.0MPa in either bank case by using the
prestressing arrangements. .e theoretical and field test
values also have a good agreement in terms of their trends
and magnitudes. For the east coast case, since the tension
stresses in the upper edge of the no. 10 segment are more
obvious, based on the effectiveness of the model, a second
tendon scheme of better improving the concrete safety re-
serve of the no. 10 segment during construction is listed in
Table 5, with its tensile stress reduction (>2MPa) shown in
Figure 13.

With the help of the temporary short prestressed ten-
dons, a one-off stretching design of the buckle cables was
easily realized instead of multiple stretching in the

conventional manners because the tensile stresses of the arch
ring were more reasonably controlled.

3. Application Discussion

With the proposed technique upgrades on the design and
monitoring-control of the temporary facilities applied in the
Shatuo Bridge, the construction efficiency of the main arch
ring has been significantly improved and a substantial cost
has been saved, with a more precise finished line shape and
safer erection environment. It is assumed that the cantilever
construction of the main arch ring is performed smoothly
disregarding any emergencies, such as unfavorable weather,

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

Figure 11: In-site erection procedure of the main arch ring of the Shatuo Bridge and tendon layout. (a) East no. 10 and west no. 10. (b) East
no. 12 and west no. 13. (c) East no. 13 and west no. 13. (d) East no. 14 and west no. 14. (e) East no. 16 and west no. 16. (f ) East no. 17 and west
no. 16. (g) East no. 18 and west no. 16. (h) East no. 18 and west no. 17. (i) East no. 18 and west no. 18. (j) Tendon layout in the east coast in site.
(k) Prestressed tension end in site.
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Figure 12: Continued.
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operational errors, and meetings., and the old style erection
could reluctantly be performed without consideration of any
failure cases. .e efficacy of the new technical manners on
the temporary facilities can be compared with that of

traditional construction manners, in which a one-off
stretching design is not easy to realize and the European or
Japanese style form traveler does not move as efficiently as
the new inverted triangle one, as shown in Table 6. .e
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Figure 12: Comparisons of the prestressing patterns and field test of the upper edge tensile stresses. .e abscissas from (a) to (f ) denoting
the numbering of the divided beam cross-sectional areas can refer to Figure 10(a). (a) Upper edge stress distribution of the end cross sections
of the no. 10 and 11 segments (case 1). (b) Upper edge stress distribution of the end cross sections of the no. 12 and 13 segments (case 2). (c)
Lower edge stress distribution of the end cross sections of the no. 12 and 13 segments (case 2). (d) Upper edge stress distribution of the end
cross sections of the no. 14 and 15 segments (case 3). (e) Lower edge stress distribution of the end cross-sections of the no. 14 and 15
segments (case 3). (f ) Upper edge stress distribution of the end cross sections of the no. 16 and 17 segments (case 4). (g) Maximum upper
edge tensile stresses (east field data). (h) Maximum upper edge tensile stresses (west field data).
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amount of time saved is obtained by an average data of the
two form travelers in constructing one box-type cantilever
segment, 5∼7m in length, based on the past experiences, and
the amount of cost saved is mainly calculated in consider-
ation of the everyday running cost of the construction site of
the Shatuo Bridge. .en, we can see that the minimum
erection time for one cantilever arch segment can be
minimized to eight days, which is similar with the erection

time of casting a box girder segment in a continuous beam
bridge. .e maximum cost saving is up to 2,380,000 RMB
during the cantilever casting phases. In practice, the total
construction cost of the main structure of the Shatuo Bridge
is approximately 11,000 RMB/m2 (1640USD/m2), which is
economically competitive compared with other schemes
over the same span.

Note that the safety control of the buckle-anchor system
in the construction process is ensued by the automatic
deviation-rectifying control system. Although a practical
erection procedure of the main arch ring may possibly be
performed without an automatic cable adjustment system
and intervention of the rectifying behaviors, the unpre-
dictable large sum of manual manipulations will substan-
tially increase the control difficulties and slow down the
economy in a cantilever casting. While this consuming
cannot be directly measured, it is extremely important for
assuring the construction quality and efficacy by using the
techniques. It should also be noted that, although the
working flow except for the concrete casting process seems
like to be a promisingly automatic one, there are still two
limitations, which could risk the construction process. First,
it is the first time that we combine a real-time rectifying
buckle-anchor system and an automatic tensioning system
together, and it is necessary that some professional workers
should stay in situ to make sure that each machine or
equipment is in a normal state at all times. Second, un-
predictable environment facets may have substantial impact
on the behaviour of the temporary facilities, and the process
should be manually terminated once an extreme weather or
ground motion happens. However, in the future, a com-
pletely automatic process may be developed by taking all of
the manual facets into account.

4. Conclusion

With the proposed technical upgrades for the temporary
facilities of the concrete box-type arch bridges, the main arch
ring of the Shatuo Bridge achieved closure in November
2018, and the line shape and stresses were successfully
controlled. .e contributions of this case study can be
concluded as follows.

(1) An adaptive design of the form traveler was used to
eliminate the defects of the traditional designs in the
construction of large-span concrete box-type arch
bridges in terms of the line shape manufacturing
precision, construction efficiency, and structural

Table 5: Temporary prestressing scheme for improving safety
reserve of the upper edge of the no. 10 segment.

Segment no.
West

Top Bottom
9 24 0
10 30 0
11 34 0
12 32 0
13 30 0
14 44 16
15 34 16
16 26 12
17 20 10
18 0 0
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Figure 13: Effects of the rectified short prestressed tendon scheme
for improvement of the safety reserve of the no. 10 segment. (a) No.
10 segment upper edge without prestressing. (b) No. 10 segment
upper edge with prestressing.

Table 6: Efficacy promotion of the new techniques applied in the
Shatuo Bridge (unit: MPa).

Cantilever
casting

Traditional
manner
(day)

Stretch
saving
(day)

Traveler
saving
(day)

New
techniques

(day)

Cost
saving
(104

RMB)
One
segment 10∼12 0.5∼1 8∼10 4∼7

Total
(2∼18#) 170∼204 8.5∼17 8.5∼17 136∼170 136∼238
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safety. .is was performed by upgrading the struc-
tural rationalities and motion fluency based on the
features of themain arch ring, with a load ratio of 0.29.

(2) .e automatic cable adjustment system and the dy-
namic pylon deviation observation system were
designed based on the synchronizing tensioning
technology, as well as the ultrasonic and laser mea-
suring technology. .ese were combined into an
integrated control system to form a semiautomatic
deviation-rectifying buckle-anchor system to promote
the safety and efficiency of the buckle-anchor system.
.e buckle and anchor cable system can obtain the
data of the pylon displacement and the tension forces
of the buckles and anchor cables in a real-time
manner and perform an active intervention.

(3) Setting well-directed temporary prestressed tendons
in the arch ring can effectively reduce the tension
stresses of the concrete and the control difficulties of
the main arch ring in the construction of large span
concrete box-type arch bridges. .e manner facili-
tates a one-off stretching design of the buckle cables
that can greatly improve the efficiency of the
stretching process.

By using the new technical upgrades of the temporary
facilities, the construction efficacy of the Shatuo Bridge was
significantly promoted, and the total construction cost of the
main bridge was approximately 11,000 RMB/m2. Compared
with other bridge schemes over the same span, the economic
indicators of the bridge are competitive, and the future
maintenance cost of the bridge is also lower than that of
other types of bridges.
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